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^ PRESS RELEASE BY THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION, HON. DON DUNSTAN, 
Q.C., K.P. 
16/9/69. 
The Treasurer has diffidently put forward a Budget ' 
whichj on his own admission, cannot cope with the needs of the 
Statie and on which without special Commonwealth assistance 
we may anticipate a deficit which is one of the heaviest ever 
budgeted for. Whatever criticisms one can make of the 
priorities evident in the allocation of monies available, the 
plain fact is that the State is unable to meet its obligations 
in Education and other services because of the continued 
refusal of the Commonwealth Government to agree to revise the 
financial relations with the States. 
At the time of the Premiers Conference in June of 
this year, the Premier said that the list of economies and 
curtailments made in South Australia had been extreme. In 
this he is quite right and this situation will be forced upon 
every Government of whatever complexion in South Australia 
mitil the Commonwealth Government can be brought to book. 
The previous Prime Minister had promised a review in February 
of 1967. This was then postponed until June of 1967 when 
all Premiers were asked to make their submissions upon new 
formulae for Commonwealth/State financial arrangements. In 
June of 1967, the Commonwealth refused to listen to the 
submissions which they invited the States to prepare. A 
rebellion of Liberal Premiers obtained an undertaking that in 
February of 1968, there would be a meeting to.review the 
situation. It was not held. No review took place at 
the Premiers Conference in 1968, nor was there one at the 
conference in 1969. Now we are told that they will consider 
the matter in February, 1970. In the meantime the effects 
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upon State services evident from the militancy of teachers 
in South Australia about the conditions under which they 
are required to teach our children, and the inadequacy of 
Education provision, worsens. 
It is time that all people in this Parliament 
regardless of Party campaigned at the polls to get for this 
State a proper appreciation of the monies needing to be spent 
on these services which are in Commonwealth hands. 
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